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ABSTRACT. A set of highly efficient coordinate transformations has been derived to convert between Cartesian
coordinates in two different projection planes. The gain in execution speed is as great as a factor of 20 compared
to the two-step process of going from Cartesian coordinates in one plane to the celestial coordinates, and then
to Cartesian coordinates in the second plane. The new coordinate transformations are successfully used by the
Spitzer Space Telescope mosaicker MOPEX.
1. INTRODUCTION
Celestial images are saved and viewed as two-dimensional
projections. Various projection schemes are used in astron-
omy to project celestial coordinates of an object onto Car-
tesian coordinates of a projection plane. Normally, such
transformations involve several steps of going from the ce-
lestial spherical coordinates to the native spherical coordi-
nates, and then to the projection plane (Calabretta & Greisen
2002). These transformations are computationally intensive,
since they involve evaluating several trigonometric func-
tions. Some tasks in astronomy, such as mosaicking of a set
of smaller images into one big mosaic image, require per-
forming these and inverse coordinate transformations for the
same pair of images repeatedly. It becomes a computational
burden for any significant mosaicking task. The problem of
plane-to-plane reprojection is not unique to astrometry. See,
for example, Szeliski & Shum (1997), in which the authors
deal with the problem of plane-to-plane reprojection in the
context of computer graphics by using rotational mosaic
representation that associates a rotation matrix with each
input image.
One should be able to bypass the intermediate step of trans-
forming to the celestial coordinates and transform directly be-
tween the Cartesian coordinates of the two frames. It turns out
that these coordinate transformations can be expressed as a
very simple algebraic function of the Cartesian coordinates,
and the only trigonometric functions involved are of the angles
describing the relative geometry of the two planes, which
means they can be computed only once for all the coordinate
transformations between the two planes. Here we derive the
exact direct plane-to-plane coordinate transformations for the
zenithal projections most commonly used in astronomy: gno-
monic (TAN), slant orthographic (SIN), Lambert’s zenithal
equal-area (ZEA), and stereographic (STG).
2. STANDARD APPROACH
Consider the following problem. A celestial sphere of a
unit radius with spherical coordinate system (v, f) has a
celestial object S located on it. The spherical coordinates of
the point S are . The point S is projected onto two(v , f )S S
“image” planes 1 and 2, tangent to the sphere at points O1
and . The spherical coordinates of the tangent points areO2
and . Each plane has a local Cartesian co-(v , f ) (v , f )1 1 2 2
ordinate system defined as and . The tangent(X Y ) (X Y )1 1 2 2
points are the origins of the coordinate systems, and the Y-
axes lie in the longitudinal planes of the celestial spherical
coordinate system, so that they point “up” toward the north
pole. The projections of the point S onto planes 1 and 2 are
points and , with the Cartesian coordinatesS S (S , S )1 2 1X 1Y
and , respectively. The problem is to find the most(S , S )2X 2Y
efficient coordinate transformation
(S , S ) ⇒ (S , S ). (1)1X 1Y 2X 2Y
The standard approach in astronomy is to compute (using the
WCS library; Mink 1997) the celestial spherical coordinates
of the object from and then compute(v , f ) (S , S )S S 1X 1Y
from the celestial spherical coordinates. The trans-(S , S )2X 2Y
formation is done in two steps. First,(S , S ) ⇒ (v , f )1X 1Y S S
are converted to the native spherical coordinates(S , S )1X 1Y
, where the native spherical coordinate system for each(v , f )S1 S1
plane is defined by placing the pole at the tangent point of the
plane. The transformation depends on the(S , S ) ⇒ (v , f )1X 1Y S1 S1
projection used. The projection used for plane 1 in general is
different from the projection used for plane 2. Since these
transformations are not essential to the point of the paper, and
in order to avoid an unnecessary clutter, we list here only the
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equations for the TAN projection:
2 2v p arctan S  S ,( )S1 1X 1Y
S1Y
f p arctan . (2)S1 S1X
The equations for the other projections can be found in Cal-
abretta & Greisen (2002). The transformation from the native
to the celestial spherical coordinates is independent of the pro-
jection used and is given by
v p arcsin (sin v sin vS 1 S1
 cos v cos v sin f ),1 S1 S1
f p f  arctan (sin v tan fS 1 1 S1
 cos v tan v sec f ). (3)1 S1 S1
The inverse transformation from to the native spherical(v , f )S S
coordinates in plane 2 and then to is anal-(v , f ) (S , S )S2 S2 2X 2Y
ogous:
v p arcsin (sin v sin vS2 S 2
 cos v cos v cos [f  f ]),S 2 S 2
f p arctan (sin v cot [f  f ]S2 2 S 2
 tan v cos v sec [f  f ]). (4)S 2 S 2
The last step for the TAN projection is just
S p tan v cos f ,2X S2 S2
S p tan v sin f . (5)2Y S2 S2
For repeated transformations between points on planes 1
and 2, the trigonometric functions of the angles , , , andv f v1 1 2
can be precomputed once. However, there are a numberf2
of direct and inverse trigonometric functions of the angles
specific to the point S that have to be evaluated for equations
(2)–(5).
3. DIRECT PLANE-TO-PLANE TRANSFORMATION
The goal in deriving the direct plane-to-plane transformation
is to effectively factor out the unnecessary conversions to and
from the celestial spherical coordinates. We derive the trans-
formation for the TAN projection and then extend it to other
zenithal projections.
We define the prime coordinate systems and′ ′ ′ ′(X Y ) (X Y )1 1 2 2
in the two planes in such a fashion that the -axes lie in the′X
plane formed by tangent points and the center of the sphere,
and the -axes are parallel to the intersection line of the two′Y
planes (Fig. 1). Points and have the following coordinatesS S1 2
in the prime coordinate systems: , ,S p FO S F S p FP S F′ ′1X 1 1 1Y 1 1
, and . Using the similarity of theS p FO S F S p FP S F′ ′2X 2 2 2Y 2 2
triangles and , we find thatDCS P DCS P1 1 2 2
S S′ ′2Y 1Yp . (6)
FCPF FCPF2 1
From the triangles and , we findDCO P DCO P1 1 2 2
1
FCPFp ,1
cos w
1
FCPFp , (7)2
cos (w V)
and also
S p tan w,′1X
S p tan (w V), (8)′2X
which finally leads to the following transformation from
to :(S , S ) (S , S )′ ′ ′ ′1X 1Y 2X 2Y
S ′1YS p ,′2Y
cos V S sin V′1X
S  tan V′1XS p . (9)′2X 1 S tan V′1X
The inverse transformation is obtained by replacing V with
V. The angle V between the planes is a function of the
celestial coordinates of the tangent points of the two planes
and :(v , f ) (v , f )1 1 2 2
cos Vp cos v cos v cos (f  f ) sin v sin v . (10)1 2 1 2 1 2
Equation (9) is the main result of this paper. However, in
order to solve the original problem (eq. [1]), we have to
account for the fact that the local coordinate systems
and in the images are, in general, different(X Y ) (X Y )1 1 2 2
from the prime coordinates and defined above.′ ′ ′ ′(X Y ) (X Y )1 1 2 2
Since the local and prime coordinate systems share the point
of origin, the only transformation between the two is a
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Fig. 1.—Two projection planes (plane 1) and (plane 2), tangent to the celestial sphere at points and . The TAN projection of the celestial′ ′ ′ ′(X O Y ) (X O Y ) O O1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2
object S onto the plane is , and the projection onto the plane is . Points and are the orthogonal projections of the points and ,′ ′ ′ ′(X O Y ) S (X O Y ) S P P S S1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
respectively, onto plane . The angle between the planes is V. Point is the tangential projection of the point onto the plane. The projection′ ′(CO O ) O O (X O Y )1 2 12 1 2 2 2
of the point onto the plane, denoted in the text as , is not shown here. Angle .′ ′O (X O Y ) O w{ ∠O CP2 2 2 2 21 1 1
rotation:
S p S cos a  S sin a ,′1X 1X 1 1Y 1
S p S sin a  S cos a , (11)′1Y 1X 1 1Y 1
S p S cos a  S sin a ,′ ′2X 2X 2 2Y 2
S p S sin a  S cos a . (12)′ ′2Y 2X 2 2Y 2
To find the rotation angles and in plane 1 and plane 2,a a1 2
respectively, we need to project the tangent point ontoO1
plane 2, and the tangent point onto plane 1. We use theO2
notation for the projection of the point onto plane 2,O O12 1
and for the projection of the point onto plane 1. (SeeO O21 2
Fig. 2, where the projection of the point onto plane 2 isO1
shown.) The projections and define the orientation ofO O12 21
the -axes with respect to the local coordinate system. The′X
coordinates and are computed by us-(O , O ) (O , O )12X 12Y 12X 12Y
ing the standard approach as defined in equations (2)–(5).
The rotation angles and are given bya a1 2
O21Y
a p arctan ,1 O21X
O12Y
a p arctan . (13)2 O12X
The complete plane-to-plane coordinate transformation
chain
(S , S ) ⇒ (S , S ) ⇒ (S , S ) ⇒ (S , S )′ ′ ′ ′1X 1Y 1X 1Y 2X 2Y 2X 2Y
(14)
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Fig. 2.—Plane (see Fig. 1). Coordinate systems and′ ′2{ (X O Y ) (X Y )2 2 2 2 2
have the same point of origin . Point is the projection of the′ ′(X Y ) O O2 2 2 12
point onto the plane . Its coordinates define the rotation′ ′O (X O Y ) (O , O )1 2 2 2 12X 12Y
angle F between and coordinate systems.′ ′(X Y ) (X Y )2 2 2 2
is defined by equations (11), (9), and (12). The inverse trans-
formation is analogous.
The quantities , , , , and aretan V sin a cos a sin a cos a1 1 2 2
computed once for a pair of images; the rest of the transfor-
mation consists of several simple algebraic functions.
In addition to the significant increase in speed, the use of
direct plane-to-plane coordinate transformations has another
benefit. Because the number of function evaluations is greatly
reduced, so is the cumulative round-off error.
3.1. Other Projections
The above direct plane-to-plane transformation can be ex-
tended to any other zenithal projection for which there exists
an algebraic relation linking it directly with the TAN pro-
jection. These include SIN, ZEA, and STG projections. Us-
ing the definition of these projections from Calabretta &
Greisen (2002), it is a fairly straightforward exercise in trig-
onometry to derive the two additional steps connecting the
coordinates in one of these projections to the TAN projection
coordinates. Here we only list the results for the three pro-
jections: the direct and reverse relations between co-X(Y )
ordinates for the TAN projection, andSX(Y )
1. coordinates for the SIN projection:SINX(Y ) SX(Y )
SX(Y )SINS p ,X(Y ) 2 21 S  SX Y
SINSX(Y )S p ; (15)X(Y ) SIN 2 SIN 21 (S )  (S )X Y
2. coordinates for the ZEA projection:ZEAX(Y ) SX(Y )
S 1X(Y )ZEA S p 2 2 ,X(Y ) 2 2 2 2 1 S  S S  SX Y X Y
ZEA ZEA 2 ZEA 2S 4 (S )  (S )X(Y ) X Y
S p ; (16)X(Y ) ZEA 2 ZEA 24 2(S )  2(S )X Y
3. coordinates for the STG projection:STGX(Y ) SX(Y )
SX(Y )STGS p ,X(Y ) 2 21 S  S  1X Y
STGSX(Y )S p . (17)X(Y ) STG 2 STG 21 (S ) /2 2(S ) /2X Y
4. SUMMARY
A set of algebraic equations for coordinate transformations
between Cartesian coordinates in two projection planes has
been derived for four zenithal projections: gnomonic, slant or-
thographic, Lambert’s zenithal equal-area, and stereographic.
Because no evaluation of trigonometric functions is involved
when the coordinate transformations are performed repeatedly
for the same pair of planes, the use of the equations yields a
gain in processing speed on the order of a factor of 20 when
compared to the standard way of doing the two-step coordinate
transformation from the Cartesian coordinates in the first plane
to the celestial coordinates and then to the Cartesian coordinates
in the second plane. The direct plane-to-plane coordinate trans-
formations are successfully used by the Spitzer mosaicker
MOPEX.
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